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MINUTES OF THE COLNEY HEATH FULL PARISH COUNCIL MEETING 

HELD AT THE VILLAGE HALL 83 HIGH STREET COLNEY HEATH AL4 ONS 

THURSDAY 7
TH

 FEBRUARY 2013 at 8.00.pm 
 

Present:  Cllr C Gowens (Chair)-Cllr D Crump-Cllr D Horner-Cllr E Martin-Cllr K Barnes 

Cllr D Horner-Cllr Day District Member- Cllr Brazier County & District Member 
.     One Parish Council member Vacancy 

 

Clerk:     Mr J E Dean 

Deputy Clerk    Mrs K Parker-Mead 

 

Presentation    Mark Carter Countryside Management Services 

  

Public Attendance:     Mr D Becker-Mrs J Moody 
 

892 APOLOGIES/ANNOUNCEMENTS  

Cllr Gowens welcomed members and public, with apologies from Cllr Solts. The Chair had 

no further announcements and urged members to press on with the meeting. The Chair 

made members aware of some changes to the running order, mainly to allow Mr Carter 

from CMS to do his presentation at an early stage. 

 

893 MEMBERS DECLARATIONS-& DISPENSATION TO SET A PRECEPT 

It was noted all Parish Councillors who live (*Re their paying Council Tax) in the parish 

duly declare a pecuniary interest, whilst at the same time declarations include the repealing 

legislation in the former Code of Conduct-Localism Act 2011 is agreed. This will allow 

members to deal with a general dispensation, permitting any councillor with *interest-noted 

above to take part in meetings to set a council tax precept.  

 

894 MINUTES for the FULL COUNCIL MEETING 10
th

 JANUARY 2013 

The minutes were approved and Resolved. 

Proposed by: - Cllr D Crump 

Seconded by: - Cllr D Horner 

 

895 MATTERS ARISING FROM THE ABOVE MINUTES 

Cllr Gowens gave members an opportunity to comment on errors, issues or typos. Cllr 

Gowens said Cllr Brazier has kindly agreed to give a briefing on localism and the highways 

management plan from county in the Chronicle.   

 

896 HIGHER LEVEL STEWARDSHIP-COLNEY HEATH COMMON 

A presentation by Mark Carter of CMS drew members’ attention to the next stage of the 

options for maintaining the important SSI status of the common. We are invited to be 

included among probably no more than 100 sites throughout the UK. This followed a site 

visit in November 2012. The plan covers a 10-year agreement with an option to leave after 

5 yrs. Substantial payments may be considered following application with up to £1000 
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available for capital works on each project agreed. This could help with tree works, willow 

pollarding, landscaping, cultivation and hay making on the acid grassland. The ultimate 

issue is grazing and Mark was pleased to hear council are keen for this to be implemented. 

Cllr Brazier reiterated that we had previously encountered objections from horse riders, 

walkers and dog walkers using the common. Cllr Day mentioned the cap on government 

grants affecting these schemes. Mark assured us that any grant would apply to the next 

financial year and that grazing it is the only sustainable way to keep the common on Furze 

Field in the right condition for the future. CHPC would be entitled to about 60/70% of costs 

on the outlay for any barrier fencing of the style others had used in similar circumstances. 

The Chair was keen for the Clerk to meet with Mark Carter and the working group soon to 

formulate plans to take part in the scheme. MC had secured a dispensation from Natural 

England for the application and the deadline for our submission is May 2013. Cllr Gowens 

and members thanked Mark Carter for an interesting introduction and offer of help to the 

stage two Nat Eng plan for rural payments.  

 

897 WEB SITE-Peter Fleming Design 

The consensus is that the website is working well and data collected confirms a good “hit 

rate” with a higher number of new visitors to the site. The Clerk made a fresh plea for other 

organisations to supply links/contact details for key people in each organization, ideally via 

a web address or e-mail. Prior permission must be obtained to provide individual’s data 

security. Cllr Crump requested that local pubs should be invited to give the history of their 

“ale houses” as this might promote interest and potential advertising revenue generator.      

 
898 OAKLANDS FIELD & OTHER LEGAL MATTERS 

With completion of registration almost done a recent conversation by Clerk with lawyers 

confirmed that this matter is near the end. The Clerk reported details of the last discussion 

which posed several queries which council will need to address on taking possession on a 

date yet to be qualified once the documentation has been reviewed. These were outlined to 

members with the ultimate being legal opinion and possible an extraction from the site 

together with property. The Clerk disclosed as much as he was able outside of a Part II 

requesting members contact the office for more information which would be disclosed.  

The second legal issue is that of Charles Morris Hall where some documents need to be re-

established to indicate proper title. Part has now been done and we await further additional 

land to follow to complete the requirements of council.  See also 928. 

 

FINANCE 

899 REPORT-APPROVAL OF CHEQUES-PAYMENTS-JANUARY 2013 

The Clerk presented a report to the meeting with payment explanations. The approval of 

cheques for February total £9833.00 net was Resolved: 

Proposed Cllr D Crump 

Seconded Cllr K Barnes 
Following deferment at the last meeting  At this stage the Chair reminded members of the further slight change in sequence of dealing 

with the following three items taking 901 first followed by 902 and finally 900 this being with the advice from the Clerk to be noted and 

approved in order of correct procedure. 

  

900 APPROVAL OF PART II MINUTES-DECEMBER 2012 

After settling the issues of 901 and 902 this was Resolved to approve subject to an 

amendment to the precept sum and changed grant aid amounts.  See also 902. 

Proposed:-Cllr E Martin 

Seconded:-Cllr C Gowens 
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901 TO APROVE THE GRANT AID PAYMENTS 2013-14 

After a brief debate, the council made a decision not grant two grants from the list which 

are regarded as not satisfying the criteria previously set by council.  

The first application had identified opportunities from other agencies of no benefit to the 

parish or residents.  

It was Resolved that a new list will be drawn up for a total of £10,500 after applicants will 

be notified if they will receive a grant, or not, all payments are made in June 2013.  

Proposed:-Cllr E Martin 

Seconded:-Cllr D Horner 

 

902 TO APPROVE THE BUDGETS & PRECEPT 2013-14 

New procedures in Government are reducing precept claims with one-off top-up grants.  

The Chair reminded members of past debates on percentage of precept being considered. 

Cllr Brazier was keen to see an affordable sum, Cllr Day was anxious to keep within the 

district average of something under 3%. Having attended the SADTPC meeting the Clerk 

reported other parish council views on the level they intended to set. It was noted a letter 

has been sent to Eric Pickles MP by a nearby councils most complaining about the change 

of process with Govt topping-up grants. Which other parish’s are readily claiming in full. 

Cllr Gowens mentioned discussion with the Chair of London Colney PC who agreed 8%.  

For CHPC this was considered too high by Cllr Barnes and Cllr Crump. Cllr Horner and 

Cllr Martin supported a sensible rise. After a lengthy debate, a percentage of slightly over 

4% was agreed for a total of £167,000. The Chair put forward a suggestion and it was then 

Resolved  the Precept is approved -set at £167,000 plus the special Government (one off) 

grant for the 2013-14 parish year. The Clerk will be confirming to SCADC in writing.  

Proposed:-Cllr C Crump 

Seconded:-Cllr K Barnes 

 

903 OTHER FINANCIAL ISSUES 

The Clerk had no further matters for members to consider or debate upon, deferring the two 

matters of Village Hall fees and Treasure Tots fees to items 921 and 922. Clerk announced 

that the office is participating in the big store-room move and old files clear up and 

shredding during week commencing 18
th

 February, asking members to keep demands on 

administration to a minimum during that week. The Auditor is due in on 20
th

 and during the 

following weeks we are preparing HMRC and accounts paperwork ready for year end 31
st
 

March in preparation for final audit. With arrangements to deal with for the APM on 18
th

 

April, this is our busiest time of the year.  

 

PLANNING 

904 REPORTS FROM LEAD MEMBER PLANNING ADVISORY 

The second application 5/12/3321-20 Maslen Road Highfield considered very similar was 

again refused in committee it fails to address the major issue raised against the original 

application which was loss of open space and potential vision barrier to nearby properties 

Cllr Brazier reported that the application for 22 homes for Chester Nurseries 5/2012/2831 

was also refused in committee. This is, in reality, brown-field land but district policy on 

Green Belt issues is set. It is part of the developer approach in the district.  

Application 5/12/3348 Nicholas Breakspear School over a condition 8 is being challenged 

but is confirmed by SCADC as a technical issue confirming the “lamp down” light type 

already removes glare. Our insistence on shields, previously queried with SCADC does not 

affect the specification. Confirmation of this clarification should alleviate concern by local 

residents who were worried over night-glare from the sports illumination. 
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The refurbishment of the Grange (Application 5/2012/3298) into flats was mentioned this 

could be omitted next agenda as there is nothing new on this. Cllr Brazier is putting a small 

article in Spring Chronicle.  He also commented that the Oaklands College Development is 

at risk due to the SCADC delay of their local plan. Whilst there are no plans to expand the 

present college facilities, the local housing demand has focused on the site due to suggested 

educational investment in exchange. Developers can demand more freedom in absence of a 

district core plan. Which has a deadline of March 2013 for SCADC and unlikely to be met! 

A question was raised about speculation that St Albans Football Club plan to build a new 

stadium opposite Nicolas Breakspear School or on land nearby. Cllr Brazier confirmed this 

had featured in the local press recently. The debate pursued the issues of such a plan taking 

place and the inevitable congestion to the area. No specific site has been identified or a plan 

 

PINS APPEALS 
No reports, this needs to be kept on agenda-it captures appeals to Bristol Planning Inspectorate 

 

906 PLANNING LIST- See Appendix 1 
(Planning Advisory Committee) 

(Paper lists are no longer distributed-Members are advised to check the detail for themselves from the SCADC web-site) 

Cllr Gowens asked members if they disagreed with the attachment of the application details 

as an appendix, instead of listing them in the body of the agenda/minutes. All agreed it 

helped with the layout. The Clerk was also in agreement having made provision in this way 

to keep it as part of the required minute-taking procedures in council.  
 

907 LOCALISM and NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN–RE-LOCALISM ACT 2011  
Cllr Brazier has agreed to write an informative article in Spring Chronicle to better explain 

this to local residents and to reiterate the opportunity for more people to get involved in the 

working group and bring the numbers up to the required complement of at least 21– the 

present membership is 11or 12. The Chair wanted to know the dates of the next meetings, 

Cllr Brazier advised 26
th

 March in the Community room Village Hall.   

 

908 NEW-BARNFIELD-HCC WASTE STRATEGY 

The debate centred, anticipating a public inquiry, on what action should be taken by 

council to support opposition to this development, after our own public meeting in January 

2012 was attended by no fewer than183 local people. The Chair asked the meeting whether 

a QC should be engaged to deliver CHPC’s objections to the entire waste facility, including 

that the emissions chimney will be visible long range and certainly easily viewed from 

most parts of the parish, projecting some 90ft high and that HGV transport to supply the 

waste from afar, will add some 3000 lorry movements in the already congested area. After 

debate, no final decision was made to this idea. Members suggested the matter is reserved 

for any decision until the date for a public hearing is published. Council further suggested 

we contact Mr Paul Zukowsky of the stoptheincenerator action group. 

 

909 WELWYN & HATFIELD EMERGING CORE STRATEGY 

The strategy consultation highlighted development that may lead to some coalescence on 

the Hatfield Road and Ellenbrook area to which CHPC are very strongly opposed. Other 

boundary areas close to ours are also highlighted in the strategy. Cllr Brazier added the 

views of SRA and others all concerned at the prospect. We have sent a letter within the 

time frame to register our disapproval. 
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910 HERTFORDSHIRE WASTE DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK 

Consultation to adoption was noted. CHPC remain opposed to the plan to incinerate most 

household waste but generally approve of HCC’s recycling levels. The Clerk reminded 

members that there is more information on the HCC website and also a CD ROM available 

to view at the office if required.   

 

911 LAND AT RADLETT AERODROME-RAIL FREIGHT DEPOT PLAN 

In spite of a great deal of opposition the depot is likely to be approved; relocation to the 

alternative at Colnebrook seems unlikely. Developer Helioslough is pressing for a dual 

inquiry considered of some disadvantage to this area and past reported. Cllr Day agreed to 

circulate some details for members over information regarding a meeting on 28
th

 February. 

 

912 LUTON AIRPORT EXPANSION 2032 (Consultation by 18
th

 February)  

Council remain opposed to the suggested increase and expansion of this regional airport. 

Cllr Crump noted that the proposed flight path re-alignment to relieve residents close to the 

airport of disturbance and frequency of flights is bad news for those further away (e.g. St 

Albans!) Cllr Barnes commented on new equipment on the flight deck which will keep the 

approach and take-off paths more effectively within a narrower corridor. Council wanted a 

brief reminder letter about continued local nuisance sent to Luton Borough Council 

keeping the pressure up against expansion. 

  

OPEN SPACES & ENVIRONMENT 

913 LEAD MEMBER REPORT–GLOUCESTER PARK ALLOTMENTS  

Cllr Gowens had little to report, most holders were not gardening at this time but with the 

onset of spring this will hopefully see the plots re-cultivated.  Cllr Gowens suggested that 

the 2013 fee invoices be sent out in March to get an early idea of vacancies.  It is however 

necessary to apply the fees in the new parish year to save write-back on the council 

accounts. In a discussion about vacancies, the Clerk suggesting we offer unused or un-

renewed plots to the SCADC list. We will certainly get subscribers to any vacant places as 

their waiting list is long. Water will be turned back on or soon after 1
st
 March. To date we 

have not had any water rates from Affinity Water to pass on to the holders. 

 

914 TRANSFERS OF PARISH ASSETS 

The Chair agreed to pass by. No action at this time. 

 

915 COMMON LAND AND PUBLIC OPEN SPACES 

The Clerk reported a problem with excessive dumped dog waste in plastic bags by the 

Warren Track bin for the third time. This is clearly not from dog walkers but possibly put 

there by unregistered collectors or kennels without a waste licence. The waste weighs some 

26 kilos in 15 bags in total, according to the contractor who deals with the bins, the 

removal cost is £120.00 + vat extra cost each time to the parish council. The matter of fly 

tipping and aside from the expense we have to find a solution. Other parishes are also the 

same problem. Moving the bin is not feasible in any case probably makes no difference.  

The matter of the BT trail site remains unresolved with, SRA and Mr Musk requesting to 

challenge the planning decision made at the time of permission, with some land conditions 

being changed or removed. The changes affect the transfer of open space to council until 

resolved. Cllr Brazier and the Clerk have looked into this issue also the Clerk following the 

meeting with SRA. Response to the offer from Taylor Wimpey to CHPC to lease the site 

and maintain it is postponed until we can unravel the issues that suggest a different option 

was previously agreed.  
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The Clerk reported on the possible sale of land which might include Malcolm’s Pond at the 

Sleapshyde location. It is a corner site in the overall land sale. We are very grateful to 

former-councillor Peter Reeves for bringing this to our attention. A letter has been sent to 

the land agents and owners. 

 

Common  

Matters relating to the common are reported earlier in 896 with the presentation from CMS. 

This invitation is very good news for the parish council after inspection in November. 

 

916 PARISH REPORTS 

Reports were made available and noted and distributed from the following: 

Parish Warden-Report to follow 

Ranger-Report-more imported dog waste, additional cost to remove unfortunately. 

Parish Gardener-Report, gardens are looking to produce early spring flowering.   

Fly Tipping-Reports available-no incidents 

Anti-Social Behaviour – website link on www.stalbans.gov.uk.-community-safety/antisocialbehaviour 

 

917 HIGH STREET RECREATION AREA & CHFC GROUND 

The Clerk reported on the fencing to council, seeking permission to pay forward the grant 

to the club for higher than normal fencing to comply with FA regulations, and in order to 

remain in the league. It is linked to a 2013-14 part grant issue and joint communication 

within all parties which have concluded contributions in a three way split between Lafarge 

(largest amount) CHFC will agree a sum and parish council will underwrite the job with 

Lafarge to a cost of £4750-about £47 per/metre. Works need to be completed by 31
st
 March 

and the contractor will be engaged by Lafarge – probably cheaper. It was Resolved to give 

the Clerk authority to proceed within the agreed cost parameters. With the poplars 

removed, some agreement may have to be reached as to the fence line because of the tree 

stumps and old fence line. A new line will have to be taken, a meeting to be arranged. 

In response to questions from Cllr Barnes and Cllr Martin we are currently replacing about 

100m first and to a length behind the goal and stopping the gate off to the lakes for safety 

reasons. Cllr Crump asked about other fencing which can be replaced with chain link to 

existing posts at a later stage. The Club have agreed to supply labour on this if we buy the 

materials later on.   

Proposed:-Cllr E Martin 

Seconded:-Cllr D Crump 

 

918 PUBLIC QUESTIONS 

This came at an earlier point, Mr Becker had two questions to put to Mark Carter over the 

commons new plan, and he was guided and seemed satisfied with the response given. 

 

919 HIGHWAYS REPORT 

The involvement of the Joint Members’ Panel is ceased from January 2013. Cllr Brazier 

was able to give a brief synopsis to council over the current arrangements and define what 

responsibilities now rest with his county seat over highways budget of £90k. This will 

include all works and schemes arranged with the responsible HCC county officer and 

carried out in partnership with Ringway. Minor issues are still to be reported via the 

Highways website- hertsdirect and website link available to the public. Parish councils 

appear, at least in this area, to be exempt from face-to-face officer meetings although 

Wheathampsted & Harpenden are still retaining this option. Cllr Gowens has requested an 

article from Cllr Brazier to go in Chronicle to explain and inform the public of the new 
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procedure for dealing with highway complaints. In future any agenda items on the 

Highways topic will be left for the member to report. Cllr Crump expressed concern that 

clearance of the ditches in Smallford Lane is being missed now that we have less contact 

directly with highways. Cllr Brazier agreed to put this on the highway works list.   

 

COMMUNITY 

920 COMMUNITY BUS 

Cllr Horner gave a report to council adding the concern over one volunteer driver who had 

recently been ill and hospitalised. As a result we will be one driver short for some while 

and are appealing for a person to come forward. The person was also a valued employee 

and council passed on their good wishes for a speedy recovery. A letter will be sent. 

 

921 VILLAGE HALL COMMITTEE 
The Clerk reported matters concerning the hall lighting and T8 tube issue to deal with 

having taken consultation to the insurers and introducing the Chair VHMC to talk to them. 

It appears quotations are out for lower energy replacements and the Clerk has suggested to 

VHMC this is a possible exceptional grant issue to present to council for an early decision 

on public safety and saving energy. The Clerk reported having to return some invoices to 

VHMC as past agreements were not included. Other hire costs can be covered in 922. 

At the 6
th

 February meeting details of the hall revenue and expenses was discussed. The 

hall needs to attract more bookings but after balancing the books, rates were examined and 

a conclusion reached, that decision and remedy is for the VHMC to report separately. It 

was concluded that council might need to help with the cost.  

 

922 TREASURE TOTS 

Cllr Horner was pleased to report the final positive outcome of our meeting with Mr Rose 

and the school governors. He said they saw T/Tots as an important local need that they had 

no desire to jeopardise by taking away children as a result of HCC changed intake rules. 

The Chair Cllr Gowens, after attending the office for another meeting, had an opportunity 

to meet with Mr Rose and wished to thank him and Governors publicly for this decision  

After lengthy and protracted meetings with the VHMC, Cllr Horner was at last pleased to 

report a possible conclusion to this long running saga. It was suggested that the rate 

subsidised the pre-school against other users but following a meeting with the VHMC on 

6
th

 February with the Clerk and subject to council approval, a rate of £3.75 per hour from 

September 2013 is proposed. This will mean rates will have to be increased and the 

attendance figures improved for sessions sold. Current hours were explained to the 

members along with a profile of the new employee hourly rates agreed at the December 

Part II meeting. All employees at Treasure Tots are on the new rate and received back pay 

in January. This has added about 12% to the payroll. Three bank staff since left on good 

terms and one permanent staff is reducing hours, another is considering the same as the 

child numbers are low this term. We are continuing with full 6-hour opening 4 days per 

week and have capacity for 35 children x 9 sessions per week in 3 terms over 39 weeks.  

It was Resolved to agree the sum of £3.75 per hour being the new rate for the T/T hall hire 

from September 2013. Calculating total term hours this will expose a cost of £4200 p/a 

Proposed:-Cllr D Crump  

Seconded:-Cllr E Martin 

 

923 MEMBERS ATTENDING MEETINGS ON BEHALF OF THE COUNCIL 

Cllr Brazier had reported the planning meeting 4
th

 February where he is Chair of the 

Eastern Planning Committee: the applications are noted in the appendix. There is also a 
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webcast available to download if members or public wish. Our parish web site has a link to 

the District Council services. http://www.colneyheathparishcouncil.gov.uk/  

The Clerk attended the SADTPC meeting on 6
th

 February and gave a swift report on the 

topics discussed by other parish councils, the main issues being precept cut backs, 

highways changes over which some parish councils are having meetings with highway 

officers and listing problems to resolve. Carl Cheevers spoke about grants available and has 

suggested one might be available for Smallford Station. The parish conference is likely to 

be held in June and December this year. More details later in the spring. Finally a pier 

review is to take place on planning at SCADC date to be announced part of an audit review 

to ensure district council meets the public and regulatory requirements delivering services. 

 

924 PARISH COUNCIL EVENTS 

The date of the APM is Thursday 18
th

 April – more details to follow as they are available.  

The Deputy Clerk briefed members on the forthcoming Larks in the Parks in Roestock Park 

on 30
th

 June requesting volunteers in two places including help for Trestle Theatre  

The Beating of the Bounds will take place on 5
th

 May at about 2.00pm this year again all 

are welcome to join in for about 3 hours. Tea and cakes after the walk at the village hall  

 

925 PAPERS LISTED FOR MEMBERS’ ATTENTION 

Noted see appendix 2 in the agenda 

 

926 CORRESPONDENCE 

All important letters received have been brought to members’ attention and all informative 

e-mails circulated to members along with SCADC meeting lists and agenda notices.  

Details are available from the parish office for some of the notices rather than sending out.  

 

927 PARISH MATTERS & OFFICE & CHRONICLE 

The next Chronicle to be published is the spring edition, due out in March. The deadline for 

copy is imminent. The speakers and rear cabling are now fitted to the white board 

completing the whole installation making this an extremely useful facility. Cllr Crump 

suggested a continuous loop running at the APM in April if we can capture some content. 

The Clerk said he intends to run the finances there this time instead of the previous stand 

up presentation running through the numbers. This will give the public more time to mingle 

with members. We are expecting more people to attend as it will be held at the Village Hall 

this time. If local organisations want to do a table top this will be available but we are not 

overly promoting this format as last time it was not taken up. Parish Office clear up and 

back office operation files sort out already mentioned taking place during half term 

 

928 MEMBERS QUESTIONS OR LATE MATTERS 

Cllr Gowens read a letter received from Charles Morris Hall Chairman about the land issue 

which was subject to a Part II restriction. It was agreed to suggest a meeting between Mr 

Scott, Cllr Gowens and Clerk to resolve his concerns and complaints here on 15
th

 February. 
 

The meeting closed at 10.10pm 

Signed  
John Dean 
Clerk to the Council 
 

Note>PDF Copies available from the parish web site.-Note no responsibilities accepted for errors typos or mistakes or statements until 

*approved by council in next meeting. Published-25 FEBRUARY 2013-Final. © Jed/full-CHPC- mins 2012-13-No copies or noted parts 

extract should be made- or alterations without written permission of Clerk- *Accuracy and decisions subject to ratification and approval 

at next Full Council Meeting.-This is a* FULL COUNCIL FINAL COPY from the meeting notes-until approved in council and signed by 

the Chair-File-CHPC-MINS-MONTH-FULL-FEB -2013-13-DOCS FILE- & stick 1+ D/Share- Word count 5493 -& 13  pages- E&OE- 
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APPENDIX 1   FEBRUARY 2013 

906 PLANNING- 
(Planning Advisory Committee) 

Planning List received 

Number Address Application Decision/Recommendation 

5/12/3305 ASPAR 

Pharmaceuticals – 

Acrewood Way 

Discharge on 

conditions 6 

(asbestos), 7 

(highways), 12 

(contaminated land), 

13 (site 

characterisation), 14 

remediation scheme), 

19 (risk assessment), 

20 (site investigation 

scheme), 21 (options, 

appraisal and 

remediation strategy) 

and 23 (verification 

report) of planning 

permission 

5/11/1758 for side 

and rear extension to 

existing warehouse 

and new plant 

enclosure, alteration 

to openings and 

landscaping  

No objections – Comments on SADC 

website 

5/12/3321 20 Maslen Rd Single storey side 

extension, alterations 

to openings and 

hardstanding to front 

(resubmission 

following refusal) 

Opposes – We do not feel this application 

addresses the Plans South refusal at 

committee. They are still proposing a single 

storey extension on the north side of the 

property it’s a loss of amenity space a 

detrimental effect on the street scene. The  

Plans South committee stated any extension 

on the north side would lead to urbanisation 

and a cramped tunnelling effect of the cul de 

sac. It would also lead to a terracing effect at 

that point of Maslen Road. – Comments on 

SADC website 

5/12/3348 Nicholas Breakspear Removal of 

Condition 8 (lamps 

to be fitted with anti 

glare baffles or 

cowls) of planning 

permission 

5/11/0592 for 

changing/teaching 

building and new 

multi use games area 

with floodlighting to 

existing school 

playing field 

(resubmission 

following invalid 

No objections – Comments on SADC 

website 

 

30/1 - The parish council have strong 

reservations about releasing the condition 8 

– the lamp covers serve to reduce glare to 

nearby residencies to which the covers 

reduce. Unless an alternative can be found 

we suggest condition 8 remain. – Comments 

on SADC website 
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planning application 

5/10/2762  

5/12/1815 29 Russet Drive 1m high front picket 

fence (retro) 

Opposes – Detrimental to the street scene 

Russett Drive gardens at the front are open 

plan. – Comments on SADC website 

5/12/3356 21 Princess Diana 

Drive 

Conversion of garage 

into habitable room 

(retro) 

No objections 

Comments on SADC website 

5/12/3398 4 Pitt Drive Discharge of 

Conditions 4 

(landscape design 

proposals) and 5 

(soft landscape 

works) of planning 

permission 

5/12/1881 for two 

storey side extension, 

single storey rear 

extension and 

alterations to 

openings (resub 

following refusal 

5/12/0237) 

If planning officers are content that the 

previous reasons for refusal have been 

addressed. 

Comments on SADC website 

5/12/2831 Chester Nursery Outline application 

(all matters reserved) 

for residential 

development 

comprising of 22 

dwellings 

(resubmission 

following withdrawal 

5/12/1631) 

Called into Committee by Cllr C Brazier for 

open discussion due to the nature of the 

application. – Comments on SADC website 

5/12/3235 4 East Drive, 

Oaklands 

Conversion of 

existing dwelling to 

create two, one 

bedroom flats (retro) 

following withdrawal  

5/12/2984 

No objections – Comments on SADC 

website 

5/12/3264 Nicaron Sleapsyde 

Smallford 

Conservatory No objections – Comments on SADC 

website 

 

 

5/12/3072 331 Camp Rd Single storey rear 

extension and 

alterations to 

openings 

No objections – Comments on SADC 

website 

5/12/3265 Sleapsyde 

Methodist Church 

Change of use from 

Class D1 (non –

residential 

institution) to Class 

C3 (dwellings 

House) to create one, 

two bedroom 

dwelling and 

No objections – Comments on SADC 

website 
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alterations to 

openings (resub 

following permission 

5/12/1209) 

 

 

 

 

 

5/12/3440 126 Hill End Lane Two storey rear and 

single storey side 

link extension and 

alterations to 

openings 

No objections – Comments on SADC 

website 

5/12/3450 Oaklands College Scoping Opinion – 

Residential 

Development  

We would more details on the residential 

development being sought. The 350 houses 

have been opposed by Council so what is the 

residential development.- Comments on 

SADC website 

5/12/3414 East Lodge 

Oaklands Lane 

Part single, part two 

storey rear 

extensions, porch 

infill and alterations 

to openings 

No objections – Comments on SADC 

website 

5/13/0016 15 Sleapcross 

Gardens 

Erection of a two 

storey side extension, 

single storey rear 

extension and roof 

lights and alterations 

to openings 

following of existing 

side extension (resub 

following refusal of 

5/12/1260) 

No objections – Comments on SADC 

website 

5/2012/3298 The Grange Hall 

Gardens 

Change of use from 

Class C2 (23 

sheltered 

accommodation 

flats) to class C3 (16 

affordable housing 

flats) alterations to 

openings, 

replacement of 

existing balcony with 

pitched roof canopy, 

new vehicle access 

and additional 

parking and 

landscaping 

No objections – PC will like to know that 

there is sufficient parking for new residents 

and that they will not be forced to park in 

Hall Gardens – Comments on SADC 

website 

5/13/0023 Glyn Hopkin Refurbishment of 

existing car 

showroom, 

workshop and offices 

to provide 10 car 

showroom, service 

reception, car 

handover bay, parts 

dept, 10 car 

No objections – Comments on SADC 

website 
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workshop, MOT bay, 

customer parking, 

used car display and 

vehicle storage. 

Repainting of 

existing cladding, 

shop front and doors 

alt to openings 

5/12/3111 29 Princess Diana 

Drive 

S/st rear extension, 

raised platform to 

rear and alt to op 

(resub following 

refusal 5/11/1635 

With Cllr Brazier 4/2/2013 

5/13/0153 7 Sovereign Park Garage conversion 

(retro) 

With Cllr Brazier 4/2/2013 

 

Planning Approvals & Decisions  

 

Number  Address Application SCADC Decision 

5/12/3109 Land adj to 1 

High Street, 

Colney Heath – 

Queens Head PH 

Two, two bedroom dwellings DC4 Refusal 

5/12/3130 Radio Casa 64a 

Oaklands Lane 

Change of use of site from 

horticultural land, to missed use to 

include horticultural and residential 

and retention of outbuilding for a 

mixed use as ancillary facilities for 

horticultural workers and as a 

residential ancillary to dwelling  

DC3 Conditional 

Permission 

5/12/2867 Ivory Restaurant Alteration to existing Class A3 

(restaurant) and Class A5 

(takeaway) to create two new Class 

A1(retail) and Class A2 

(professional service) units  

DC3 Conditional 

Permission 

5/12/3147 1 Sovereign Park Single storey side ext (resubmission 

following refusal of 5/12/2014 

DC3 Conditional 

Permission 

5/12/3189 163 Colney 

Heath Lane 

Demolition of exi gge and erection 

of s/st outbuilding in back garden 

Cert of Lawfulness - 

Refused 

5/12/3199 C H Service 

Station 

Change of use from Class B8 

(hire/storage centre) to Class sui 

generis (car sales) –retro – 

(resubfollowing ref of 5/11/2250) 

CD3 Conditional 

Permission 

5/12/3261 13 Maslen Rd Convof existing store/playroom into 

study/utility rm and alt to openings 

DC3 Conditional 

Permission 

5/12/3251 22 Cairns Close Two storey rear extension following 

demolition of rear conservatory 

DC4 Refusal 

5/12/3356 21 Princess Diana Conversion of garage to habitable 

room (retro) resub following invalid 

application 5/12/2821 

DC3 Conditional 

Permission 

 

Appeals/Discharge of Conditions 

Number  Address Application SCADC Decision 
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